2 ) « Z by showing that a certain invariant was non tri vial, several similar invariants-called generalized Hopf invariants-have been described; indeed, there are no less than 6 different definitions in the literature, and it was not always clear whether theorems about one applied to others. Many definitions were riddled with choices which had to be made, a notable exception being the definition of I. M. James [5] . This note gives an axiomatic approach somewhat similar to the axiomatic approach to Steenrod operations. Detailed proofs of the results below, together with some other properties of Hopf invariants, will appear elsewhere.
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2. Denote by 6+ the category whose objects are topological spaces with base-point and whose maps are homotopy classes of continuous base-point preserving maps between the spaces. S+ denotes the subcategory whose objects are countable connected CW-complexes with base-point a vertex; and #+ denotes the subcategory whose objects are finite connected simplicial complexes with base-point a vertex. In both cases the maps are all the homotopy classes of continuous base-point preserving maps; and we shall suppose this is the case for any subcategory of 6+ considered. If X is a space and A a subspace X/A denotes the identification space obtained by collapsing A to a point and with base-point this point. The circle 5 1 with base-point (1, 0)=e lies in $+. The functors E: e+ -^e + ,V:c + xe +^ e+, A: e+ x e+ -> e+
where a 0 , b 0 are the base-points of Ay B respectively. Given X, .4£6+ we shall denote Hom^+(X, ^4), the homotopy classes of continuous base-point preserving maps of X into A y by [X y A]: and if this has the natural structure of a group we shall write + for the operation even when this operation may not be commutative. 
THEOREM 1 (EXISTENCE). A Hopf n-ladder exists f or every n^l. THEOREM 2 (UNIQUENESS). There is only one Hopf n-ladder f or each
It is natural to ask how these "Hopf invariants'' agree with those defined by others. The proofs of the two theorems make this clear for some of them. One may show fairly easily that the James-Hopf invariants [5] satisfy these conditions. This establishes Theorem 1. (The theorem may also be proved using another explicit operation, to be found in the paper giving more detailed proofs.) Let <r n be the word on two letters 1, 2 defined inductively by 0*1 = 2, <r» = [o" n -i, l]; 1< n < 00. And let t<r n be the Whitehead product associated to the basic commutator cr n , where we use the convention for Whitehead products suggested by H. Samelson and by M. G. Barratt (see page 129 of [2] ), and where we suppose chosen some system of basic commutators containing the commutators a ni w^ 1. Let h n be the HiltonHopf invariant associated to L ffn [4] The proof of the proposition follows the lines of proof of Proposition 3.2 of [3] . First we calculate X w on Whitehead products and on composition elements by the axioms (i), (ii), and (iii). This enables us to calculate (i2+ii)Oa directly as a composition and indirectly using the Hilton-Milnor decomposition, (n, t 2 are the classes of the standard injections of EX into the first and second factors of EX\JEX respec-tively, and a£[EZ, EX].) Because X and K are supposed to be suspensions, the cup-products may be ignored and upon equating the two formulae obtained we find the proposition. In the general case when X and K are not suspensions, cup-products are not zero and the same method yields the general (more complicated) proposition.
4. A desuspended version of the axioms and theorems may be formulated using the products "fc|" of [6] . The conditions are required to hold only modulo an "ideal" generated by Whitehead products, and uniqueness is thus modulo this "ideal" which is killed by suspension.
